
 

Important Notes: 
1. This watch is resistant to rain and splashing, but should 

    not be submerged in water. 

2. Do not expose watch to extreme heat or  
 freezing temperatures. 

3. Do not expose watch to strong static or electromagnetic 

 fields (magnets, etc.) 

4. The watch can withstand normal shaking, but is not 

    shock resistant. Dropping or unusually rough handling 

  may cause damage. 

5. Do not expose to gasoline, oil, detergents, glue, paint, 

    etc., as damage to the sealing ring, watch case and  

    surface could result. 

6. Use only a soft cloth and clear water for cleaning. 

7. Some watch models have silk-screened patterns  

    imprinted on the watchband. Be careful not to rub too 

    vigorously or the pattern may be worn off. 

8. Do not wear the watch too tightly around your wrist.  

    It is recommended that the watch be loose enough that 

 you can insert a finger under the band. 

9. Keep the watch stored in a dry environment when not  

    in use 

10. The coating of the watch may fade and scuff under 

      heavy pressure, long term use, abrasion or friction. 

11. The resin watchband may show a white shading in use. 

 This powder is not harmful and can be easily wiped 

      away. To extend the life of the watchband, wipe off  

      any dirt or moisture on the band as soon as possible. 

12. DO NOT OPEN THE WATCHCASE. The precision 

      electronic parts should be serviced only by an  

      authorized repairperson. If water or smoke gets  

      inside the watch, it should be serviced immediately to 

      avoid corrosion or other damage. 

13. Please keep your owner’s manual in a safe place for  

      future reference.

Manual for Digital Analog Talking  
Water-Resistant Watch

Choose alarm sound and turn alarm on/off: 
In time display mode, press B3 [HOUR] button to toggle 

through alarm sound choices. (Current alarm time will be 

displayed.) When you reach the desired alarm sound, 

wait for the watch to return to time display mode. An 

alarm icon will be displayed on the LCD. To turn the 

alarm off, toggle through alarm sounds until no sound is 

heard and the alarm icon disappears from the LCD. 

Standard Display and Button Functions:

Note: Different models have different designs, but all have 

the same functions and settings.

OPERATION: 

Adjust analog time: 

Gently pull out the crown, then adjust the exact analog 

time by turning the crown clockwise. Push the crown in 

after finishing the adjustment (see diagram above). 

To set Digital time 

Press B1 to change the function as follows: 

TO set time 
Starting from time display mode, press B1 [MODE] to enter 

time setting mode. Press B2 [MIN], B3 [HOUR] to adjust 

minutes and hours respectively to the correct time. 

TO set Alarm time 
Starting from time display mode, press B1 [MODE] twice  

to enter alarm setting mode. AL symbol will display with 

blinking numerals. Press B2 [MIN], B3 [HOUR] to adjust 

minutes and hours respectively to the appropriate time.
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TO set time 
Starting from time display mode, press B1 [MODE] to enter 

time setting mode. Press B2 [MIN], B3 [HOUR] to adjust 

minutes and hours respectively to the correct time. 

TO set Alarm time 
Starting from time display mode, press B1 [MODE] twice  

to enter alarm setting mode. AL symbol will display with 

blinking numerals. Press B2 [MIN], B3 [HOUR] to adjust 

minutes and hours respectively to the appropriate time. 

Choose the alarm sound and turn the alarm on or off 
In time display mode, Press B3 (HOUR) button to toggle 

through the alarm sound choices. (Current alarm time will 

be displayed.) When you reach the desired alarm sound, 

wait for the watch to return to time display mode. An alarm 

icon will be displayed on the LCD. To turn the alarm off, 

toggle through alarm sounds until no sound is heard and 

the alarm icon disappears from the LCD. 

Turn on/off hourly announcement 
Starting from time display mode, Press B2 [MIN] to activate 

(see symbol) or deactivate hourly announcement  

(no symbol). 

Snooze function 
When the alarm sounds, Press B4 [TALKING] to stop the 

alarm and start the snooze function. The alarm will sound 

again every five minutes after the snooze starts. The alarm 

will sound up to six times. 

Listen to the alarm sound 
In normal time display mode, press and hold  

B4 [TALKING] button. It will play the alarm sound after  

announcing the current time. 

Battery replacement 
The LCD display uses one CR2016 battery. The analog 

movement uses one SR626SW battery. Replace the  

batteries when the digital numbers appear blue or vanish, 

or the volume fades out. It is recommended that both  

batteries be changed at the same time.


